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The following rule changes have been made in the WSPS rulebook. This is to clarify existing 
rules and align with the new ISSF presentation of athletes during finals.  

3.7.1.1 A high stool allows athletes to compete with their feet on the ground adopting a 
standing position while supported by a seat. WSPS shall have final discretion as to whether any 
object shall be deemed a high stool. All athletes competing on high stools during Rifle Events 
must comply with the following rules:  

3.7.7.1 Athletes are not permitted to adjust their electronic chairs during Competitions, 
including Finals unless permitted by a member of the Competition Jury.  

4.1.7.2 During the final, Loaders must move to the back of firing point (1m behind the 
athlete) between shots. During the single shot series, the Loader must wait until “stop” is 
commanded before returning to the athlete. Loaders must be loading during the finals to be 
allowed on the field of play.  

4.3 Loaders (SH2 only) for Qualification Rounds 

4.3.3 In SH2 Qualification Events, every third (3rd) firing point will be left free. This free 
firing point must be used as space for the Loaders.  

7.2.4.4 During Qualification and Finals, Aall competing athletes must wear an eye covering 
which completely covers the eyes and ensures no vision is possible, such as opaque goggles, 
or completely enclosed glasses,  (such as safety glasses or a mask deemed suitable by WSPS. 
completely covering the eyes) during qualification and Finals.  
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Finals:  

4.1.7.1 The ISSF Rules regarding timings of Events will be followed in all Finals, except for 
SH2 Events unless specified by WSPS. Refer to the WSPS Finals Commands document 
available on the WSPS website. 

a) In SH2 Events, the preparation time following the presentation of athletes is extended to 
two (2) minutes.  

4.1.7.2 During the presentation phase: 

a) SH1 athletes must rest the rifle in a safe way. For the standing position the rifle must be 
placed on the rifle rest with a hand remaining on the rifle for safety or in the oblique position; 

b) SH2 athletes must rest their rifles on the table/bench (with the assistance of the Loader); 

c) all athletes must turn their faces to the audience as much as possible and make a gesture 
to acknowledge the audience when their name is called; and 

d) Loaders must leave the firing point during athlete presentations. 

4.1.7.3 After athletes have been presented to the audience, they are not permitted to 
resume their shooting position until the Chief Range Officer commands ‘Athlete, take your 
position.’ 

 

5.1.7.2 During the presentation phase all athletes must turn their wheelchair or body 
completely to face the spectators (as per the ISSF Rules).  

5.1.7.3 After athletes have been presented to the audience, they are not permitted to 
resume their shooting position until the Chief Range Officer commands, “athlete, take your 
position”. After two (2) minutes the commands for the first match series or “Load” will be 
given. 

 

7.1.3.1 The ISSF Rules regarding timings of Events will be followed in all Finals, except for 
VI Events unless specified by WSPS. Please refer to the ‘WSPS Finals Commands’ document 
available on the WSPS website. 

7.1.3.2 In VI Events, the preparation time following the presentation of athletes is extended 
to two (2) minutes. 

7.1.3.3 During the presentation: 
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7.1.3.4 athletes must rest their rifle on the stand with a hand on the rifle for safety reasons; 
and 

7.1.3.5 all athletes must turn their face to the audience and acknowledge the audience 
when their name is called. 

 


